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Business Does Not Get Better by Chance, It Gets Better by Change 

Franklin, TN- Pentagon Final Mile is about change and reinvention. 

Pentagon has been founded to create customized supply chain solutions 

and meet business growth needs, with tomorrow’s supply chain clients in 

mind. Central to Pentagon's mission is the understanding that legacy 

solutions lack the flexibility, scalability, sustainability, adaptability and 

resilience to meet consumer expectations and drive commercial success. 

Pentagon’s methodology results in a customized integrated, end-to-end 

supply chain solution. Using team collaboration, stakeholder engagement, 

state of the art proprietary technology, real-time operational and shipment 

visibility, data science, workforce planning, process automation, risk 

management, business continuity, machine learning and analytics, 

Pentagon will deliver for their clients.  

 

The Pentagon Final Mile five founders bring over 175 years of supply 

chain experience and has built an ecosystem that provides expanded 

services across the United States. With an integrated network and a supply 

chain marketplace community for this ever-changing environment, 

Pentagon’s clients maintain a competitive approach, gain wallet share and 

exceed customer expectations. 

 

“Pentagon Final Mile, Understands, Solves and Delivers. The depth of our 

Executive Team’s innovation and leadership is reinventing how shippers 

exceed customer expectation and maximize their profitable growth,” 

stated Charles Moyer, CEO of Pentagon Final Mile. 

 

 

 

 

About Pentagon Final Mile 

https://www.success.com/article/rohn-if-you-change-yourself-you-can-change-your-life
http://www.pentagonfm.com/


An integrated portfolio of transportation and logistics services that is 

customizable, flexible, efficient and designed to meet the ever-changing 

needs of today’s supply chain clients. The Pentagon platform leverages 

technology, combined with a portfolio of transportation and logistics 

services designed to increase capacity, boost efficiency and provide the 

tools to improve operations, scalability, cost ratios and the overall 

customer experience. For more information visit the Pentagon Final Mile 

Website at: www.Pentagonfm.com 
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